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Route 5.

August 10, 1865. Revs. J. J. Hornby and T. H.
Philpott with Christian and Ulrich Almer, Christian Lauener
and Johann Bischoff.
Route 6. July 26, 1931. H err E. U. Gertsch with Christian
Rubi.
·
Route 7. August 24, 1926. H erren E. U. and Edward
G-ertsch with Fritz Fuchs. (Rotbrettgrat ' attained from the
N.')
Route 8. September 24, 1887. Sir H. S. King with Ambros
Su persaxo and Louis Zur briiggen. (Rotbrettgtat ' attained
from the W.')
We are again indebted to H err Fahrni for his admirably
clear sketcl1. Editor.]

MouNTAINS AND GLACIERS IN WEsT PATAGONIA.
BY H. N. PALLIN.

' In all high mountain climbing there remains an
element of exploration.' SIR MARTIN CoNvVAY.
OW often it happens that one makes an acquaintance too
late, becorr1es alive to an idea when the possibility oJ
carrying it out is past ; or that an idea develops so slo-vvly that
it has not time to mature before it is too late. True it is that
this need not always happen or the matter be of such importance
that it plays a decisive part in our future activities, but nevertheless I r egret that I had not an opportunity before 1930 of
reading Sir Martin Conway's now Lord Conway of Allingtonextraordinarily interesting work on Aconcagua and Tierra del
Fuego. 1 If I had had access to this work before or during my
stay in South America in 1920- 21, I should have had good
prospects of making the interesting ascent of Aconcagua, or at
least I think so myself. I had time and money at my disposal,
and I was in a particularly satisfactory condition after the conclusion of an expedition in West Patagonia. In Lord Conway's
book one can follow step by step his splendidly simple, well
planned and well carried out ascent of the mountain on
December 7, 1898, during the almost incredibly short absence
1

London: Cassell, 1901.
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from Valparaiso of 14 days, in spite of the fact that the
Transandean railway had not then been opened for traffic.
All the necessary information was ready to hand in his book
for anyone who should wish to emulate him.
On my return from South Chile to Valparaiso I tried in vain
to obtain useful information about Aconcagua. During my
journey back across the continent from Valparaiso to Buenos
Aires I had made preparations for a possible mountain climb
by sending all my heavier baggage in advance, and had taken
with me only just vvhat is needed for the ascent of a high
mountain. But when I tried to get information about
Aconcagua, the only response vvas head-shakes and shouldershrugs. At Puente del Inca, the first station on the Argentine
side of the Transandean railway, the only place perhaps where
it would have been possible to obtain authentic information
and secure the bearers and equipment for such a journey, I was
advised by the ignorant not to stop. I had not then read
Fitzgerald's work, The Highest Andes, 2 which deals with the
first ascent, in 1897, of this mountain the highest in Americanor another description, which fell into my hands later, namely,
the Norwegian Eilert Sundt's description of The First Winter
Ascent of the Aconcagua, September 1915.
There could be only one result. I crossed the Cordilleras by
railway and arrived at Buenos Aires without having left the
train, except at Santa Rosa de los .A.ndes and Mendoza.
But as a member of Professor Otto Nordenskjold's scientific
expedition to West Patagonia, too, I should have derived great
profit from the vvork I have mentioned. Lord Conway's expose
of the Cordilleras is, for that period, unusually clear and lucid
to a mountaineer, and the experiences he met with in his
determined attempt to climb Mount Sarmiento, the highest
point in Tierra del Fuego, would have been instructive and an
incentive to us. Even though Nordenskjold in all probability
was acquainted with Conway's work, it was unknown to the
rest of us, and as the sphere of our activities lay in another part
of the Cordilleras, it vvas not taken with us.
After reading Lord Conway's book about the parts he visited,
where so many interesting and strange Alpine problems still
remain to be solved, it occurred to me that our experiences and
observations even though not directly of such nature might
be worthy of brief mention. They form a contribution to a
characterisation of regions which, on account of their wild
2

London : Methuen & Co., 1899.
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nature, certainly demand Alpine knowledge and careful preparations, if they are to be fully explored.
The Swedish expedition to P atagonia in 1920-21 comprised
our leader, Professor Otto Nordenskjold, the celebrated South
Pole explorer and glaciologist, from Gothenburg University;
Dr. Allan Backman, geologist ; Count Sten von Rosen, zoologist ;
and the author, cartographer. Our chief task was to investigate the still little-known, enormously ext ensive ice-field, which
like two stretches of inland ice covers the interior of the
Cordilleras between the 46th and 51st degrees of latitude, and
are separated by the deep depression into which the Baker
Channel penetrates from the sea in the west, receiving at its
inner end the Rio Baker, which is the outlet for several of the
lakes lying on the Argentine side. The largest and, to us,
most interesting of these lakes, Lago Buenos Aires, is very
important. From Baker Channel, which is the longest in
West Patagonia and perhaps t he deepest fiord in the world,
has long run a beaten track over to the Argentine. Attempts
at colonization made in these parts of the coast lands of Chile
have hitherto had tragic consequences, on account of climatic
difficulties, and have led to great loss of life and property.
During an expedition to Tierra del Fuego in 1896-97 Professor
Nordenskjold had already begun investigations in the southern
and largest of these ice-fields, 3 and the 1920-21 expedition,
under his leadership, was to make observations and collect
material for investigations in the northern part. This work
had in view to enquire chiefly into the hitherto uninvestigated
glaciological characteristics of the western part of the country,
which had not yet been scientifically explored, and mountain
climbing was thus not part of the programme, except in so far
as it was necessary to further the chief task of the expedition
and for the map-drawing connected therewith.
For t he purpose of its investigations the expedition was to
attack the northern ice-field from San Tadeo Glacier (usually
abbreviated to Tadeo Glacier), a gigantic river of ice, which
runs down towards the Gulf of P enas not far from the mouth of
the Baker Channel, immediately to the south of the Taytao
peninsula, which projects right out to the extreme limits of the
archipelago. To avoid entering into a lengthy geographical
description of these r egions, I will content myself by referring
to the maps appended, more particularly to the general Map 1.
•

3

Of. Otto Nordenskjold: F1·an Eldslandet, P. A. Norstedt &

Soner's Forlag, Stockholm, 1898.
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On Map 3, the Aletsch, the largest glac~er in the Alps, is
shown on the same scale, for comparison with a European
glacier in almost the same latitude. With the guidance of these
maps may be indicated some of the more important natural
conditions with which the natural scientist and mountaineer
has to contend in these parts.
Immediately south of the 40th degree of latitude, the
Cordilleras running from the north divide into two enormous
chief arms ; the eastern one, continuing parallel \vith the coast
to the extreme point of Tierra del Fuego, forms for the most
part both the watershed and political boundary between Chile
and the Argentine. The western arm runs out to the sea at
Puerto Montt and forms, first, the island of Ohiloe, which is as
large as Corsica ; further south it forms the great, far-flung
archipelago, which is intersected by innumerable, still partly
unexplored channels off the west coast of Chile.
The Cordilleras form here a pronounced weather divider, as
is shown by the fact that their western slopes towards the sea
are among the wettest regions of the earth, while their eastern
slopes to-vvards Argentine have a considerably smaller precipitation, and as one proceeds farther out on the Patagonian pampas,
conditions of almost complete drought prevail. This markedly
wet climate is in r eality such a hindrance to all work that in it
must be seen one of the most important not to say the only
true reasons why the whole of the west coast of Chile south of
Chiloe, in spite of its fertility, is practically speaking uninhabited and still astonishingly little known.
An explorer or mountain climber in these parts encounters
almost incredible obstacles in these conditions. From an
unbroken grey sky the rain streams down for days and nights
without ceasing, sometimes in a dense drizzle, sometimes pouring
down in cascades so violent that it is as if great pails were being
emptied over the canvas of the tent. All outdoor work and
all movement become heavier and more laborious when one is
obliged to wear rain-clothes, which in any case cannot keep
out such persistent downpours ; the packs grow heavier, everything at last becomes sodden, and map-drawing and other
surveying work becomes more difficult and for long periods may
even be rendered impossible.
It was during our expedition in these parts that I came to
the conclusion that the reason why the miserable channel
Indians who live or perhaps nowadays one ought to say
lived in these cold, wet regions, go practically naked summer
and winter, must be the rain. In the long run nothing can
VOL. XLV. NO. CCXLVI.
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keep out the wet, and in the end it is better with no clothes at
all than with clothes which are wet through ; thus a strange
manifestation of adaptability to more than usually exceptional
natural conditions.
But there is something else which makes expeditions in these
regions particularly difficult and presents never-ending obstacles.
I refer to the forest s. In the valleys and on the slopes of the
mountains in that wet climate a veget ation flourishes whose
luxuriance is difficult to describe, and those unacquainted with
it can have no true conception of it . This forest, which bears
the significant n ame of' The Rain Forest, ' is in itself very dense,
but in addition fallen and half-decayed tree trunks lie on the
ground in such quantities that anyone who tries to hew a way
through, axe in hand, never really sets foot on the ground, but
struggles along far above it. Both living and dead vegetation
are found in unbelievable confusion, and the impression readily
presents itself t hat here lies a future coal supply in process of
formation. Everything is overgrown with moss and entangled
with creeping plants and thorny bushes, while gigantic ferns
raise their decorative fronds high amongst the trees. If this
forest is conceived with the ever-present moisture already
described dripping from the trees and beating against branches
and foliage, it is easily understood that in these parts the
mountaineer has great difficulties to overcome even before the
foot of the mountain is reached.
Darwin says about this forest, whose charact eristics he investigated on a mountain ascent in the island of Chiloe (San
P edro), where this rain forest, however, does not attain its
worst development : 4
'We stayed three days in this harbour, on one of which
Captain FitzRoy, with a party, ·attempted to ascend to the
summit of San P edro. In vain we tried to gain the summit :
the forest was so impenetrable, that no one who has not beheld
it, can imagine so entangled a mass of dying and dead trunks.
I am sure that often for more than t en minutes together, our
feet never touched the ground, and we were frequently t en or
fifteen feet above it, so that the seamen as a joke called out
the soundings. At other times we crept one after another on
our hands and knees, under the rotten trunks. H ere we were
more like fishes struggling in a net than any other animal. We
ultimately gave up the attempt in despair.'
4

Of. Charles Darwin, A Naturalist's Voyage Round the JVorld
(Swedish translation, Natur och Kult ur, Stockholm, 1925).
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On another occasion, when he really reached the summit of a
West Patagonian mountain in the desolate bay of Puerto Cono,
referred to below, Darwin had, on the other hand, r eason to
utter the following significant words about these, at that time,
still little-known parts :
' Every one must know the feeling of triumph and pride
which a grand view from a height communicates to the mind.
In these little frequented countries there is also joined to it
some vanity, that you perhaps are the first man who ever stood
on this pinnacle or admired this view.'
During the Beagle's celebrated voyage round the world
Darwin and FitzRoy made the most detailed scientific investigations of these regions that had ever been carried out or were
to be made for a long time afterwards. As far as West Patagonia
is concerned, he did not, however, get far from t he coast owing
to the difficult time-destroying obstacles presented by the
natural conditions. These slopes of the Cordilleras towards
the P acific are indeed among the most inhospitable r egions in
the world. The precipitation, the cold climate, the impenetrable
forests and t he absence of settlements, and even of any animal
life worth mentioning, except on the coast, make the country a
strange and gruesome wilderness. In the interior, up among
the mountains, it is furthermore covered by the largest glacial
areas found in the t emperate zones. From these wind enormous
arms of ice in every direction. Further to the south these
glaciers run out into the sea in several places, and there break
up into drift-ice, which gives the country a touch of a polar
landscape amid the surrounding et ernal verdure, although the
ice rapidly melts in the relatively warm sea water.
It was tpus to a great extent a virgin country we were to
visit during our expedition, which is also shown on t he Chilean
maps, where t he word lnesp~orado is found in many places.
Even where this is not the case the map is very unreliable in
numerous localities, not to say sadly incorrect.
We left Valparaiso, where the members of the expedition
assembled, at the beginning of December 1920, and after a
short stay in Santiago, proceeded sout h by the railway to its
t erminus at Puerto Montt, where Backman and von Rosen went
on in advance to see to our · equipment and transport by a
government steamer which, with the Chileans' usual amiability
and interest in scientific -vvork, had been placed at our disposal.
During the journey Professor Nordenskjold and I made a
halt at Temuco, the chief town of the district inhabited by the
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Araucan Indians, where we made some excursions on horseback
through the t erritory grant ed to t hem, for the purpose of
studying and collecting ethnographical material for Swedish
museums.5 On the home-vvard journey I made in this region
an excur sion alone up into the Cordilleras to study t he numerous
active volcanoes· and climbed, among others, the well-known
v olcano Calbuco 6 sjt uated to the east of P uerto Montt.
In the middle of December we sailed from Puerto Montt
by the s.s. Yanez, the same government steamer t hat was used
by Lord Conway for the journey to Mount Sarmiento, and which
is a sister ship to the Y elcho, the vessel -vvhich took Shackleton's
expedition fron1 Elephant I sland in the Antarctic. This little
·v essel was hardly adapted to resist the battering of the stormy
seas off the Chilean cc;>ast. The passage is certainly mostly
within the archipelago the whole way from Puerto Montt to
Magellan 's Strait, but at t he Ofqui Isthmus the mainland thrusts
out the Taytao peninsula mentioned above into the almost
continually storm-swept waters and compels all shipping to
put out into the open sea. After having taken our three Chiloe
natives on board at Queilen in Chiloe, elfin del Cristiandad, we
put out to sea, but in the terrible st orm which was then raging
off the coast we had the misfortune to suffer engine trouble.
We should certainly have all perished miserably if we had not
happened just then to be off the port of Puerto Cono (surveyed
by FitzRoy), into which we escaped by the skin of our t eeth.
After -vve had effected repairs in that desolate bay which
Darwin had visited we continued our journey towards the
south, past Cape Raper and round Cabo Tres Montes, and
further towards the east across the wide Golfo de P enas, open
to the sea, and into the Kelly Inlet, where our coast camp was
to be located.
The great Tadeo Glacier, our future field of operations, is,
practically speaking, inaccessible direct from t he sea, partly on
account of the long, sloping shore, against which some of the
wildest breakers known to man dash their restless waters,
partly because the few kilometres of land between the shore
and the tongue of the glacier are so thickly covered with undergrowth and so swampy, owing to the waters running from the
glacier, that it has with great justification been described as
-------------------------------------------------5 Cf. the author's paper, Arnong the Lapps of South America

(Julfacklan, 1922).
6 Cf. the author's paper, An A scent of the Volcano Calbuco (Tillfjalls, 1932).
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impassable. For these reasons we had chosen as our landing
place the Kelly Inlet, which is parallel to the Tadeo Glacier, so
as to be able to pass from there across the tongue of land to
the valley of the Tadeo Glacier lying to the north, and thus
-to the ice, as is seen in Map 3, at the end of this number.
Kelly Inlet was described by FitzRoy a century ago as the
most dreary and inhospitable spot on the whole of this deserted
coast, and it was no inviting picture which met our eyes when
we steamed into the rain-swept fiord, where a foaming waterfall
on the northern shore was the only sign of movement. The
glaciers running out into the fiord on the south shore had
deposited so much silt in the water that it was very difficult
to get along in either large or small boats. Immediately after
we had entered the bay, the Yanez ran aground and stuck fast
in the stiff mud, from which it was hard work to free her.
Stage by stage we had experiences similar to those which
Darwin has already depicted so eloquently, and which all other
travellers in these parts before and after him have experienced.
Only with the greatest difficulty did we succeed in finding a
strip of beach wide enough to afford a sufficiently large clearing
for our tents (see Map 2), for the steep shores of the fiord were
covered with forest, which spread with such really terrifying
luxuriance and extended in all its exuberance to a height of
about 300 metres above the sea. There its place was taken by
a narro-vv transition zone of bushes to a grass-grown mountain
extending up to the snow-line.
Our camping place by the fiord was situated in the coast
Cordilleras a range of hills. Everywhere around us rose the
walls of the dark blue mountain sides, and below the tent lay the
fiord with its mudbanks, whose greyish yellow surfaces at low
tide resembled dishcloths and here and there provided a footing
for the beginnings of vegetation. Unfortunately these mudbanks had the disadvantage of making the fiord practically
unnavigable in the ship's boat we had with us, which was a
serious drawback in mapping out a district where base-line
measurements were impossible in the vegetation area, and our
lines had to be carried between shore and islands.
I will not take up my space by describing the difficulties we
encountered when we tried to penetrate into the country in
order to reach the ice regions that were our destination. After
we had celebrated a quiet and simple Christmas Eve in the
camp at our base, the push towards the north was begun on
December 27, after several preliminary reconnoitring trips had
been made in -different directions to find traversable path~.

.
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Suffice it to say, that only after 12 days' unceasing work, during
which it was n ecessary to pitch three intermediate camps, did
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we set foot for the first time on the ice of the Tad eo Glacier,
having travelled from Kelly Inlet and the valley of the Tadeo
Glacier a distance of about 5 km. as the crow flies. It should,
·however, be added that, after the path had once been recon-
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noitred and cleared, the same distance could be covered without
difficulty in one day.
On New Year's Eve we caught sight of the great glacier for
the first time over land, from the highest mountain in the
district, which Nordenskjold and I had climbed that day the
only fine day during our stay in those parts of South Americato obtain a clear view over the country. Our efforts were
richly rewarded, and it may be said that the problems of the
'inland ice ' in North Patagonia were definitely solved on
December 31, 1920, as far as the western side is concerned.
Thanks to the fine day, from that mountain and its near-lying
twin peak the author, who was in charge of the cartography
work, was able, by means of an extra base measurement in a
suitable east to west direction, to fill in a number of important
far-distant topographical features.
This is not the place to enumerate our fruitful observations
on that occasion. It will suffice to mention the snow-covered
mountain on the watershed between the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans, without a dark spot on it to indicate the rocky ground
beneath. Straight to the north-east at a distance of about 60 km.
the cathedral-shaped top of the highest mountain in Patagonia,
Cerro San Valentin, reared its head in majesty it has been
surveyed and measured from the north and found to be about
4000 m. [3876 m.J in height. From it extended, apparently as
straight as an arrow southwards, a sheer grotesque, flame-like
mountain ridge, from which the peaks stuck up like fishes'
fins against the sky for a short time clear that day and
completely blocked out the view towards the Argentine and
the mountain lake, Lago Buenos Aires, lying at the foot of the
ridge on the eastern side of the Cordilleras. Later on we had
an opportunity of studying this ice-and-water dividing-wall a
little farther south from the interior of Kelly Inlet, where this
mountain chain, running almost straight to the east from the
inlet, fell to lower and less grotesque shapes, forming there
possibly the only pass in the northern ice region through which
the Cordilleras can be crossed in these parts.
Below and between this apparently impassable wall, with its
complete covering of ice and snow and the lower coast
mountains, lay the enormous/"almost concave ice-fields which
feed all the glaciers flowing down to the ocean and its inlets,
from the Golfo Elefantes in the north right down to Baker
Fiord in the south. It is this ice-field which I had proposed should be named after Nordenskjold, whose expedi-'
tion may be said to have thrown definite light upon its true
••
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character. 7 Beneath our feet to the south the interior of Kelly
Inlet lay revealed before our eyes, with its lowlands interspersed
with marshes and old tributary rivers, filled with still standing
dead tree-trunks against which the tongue of the Kelly
(Andree) Glacier piled up its ragged mass. Here we made the
observation that this glacier was not independent but formed
one arm of an ice-delta from the upper part of the Tadeo Glacier,
and that it did not debouch into the bay of the Kelly Inlet as
it appeared to do, but through a valley lying to the south,
which was divided from Kelly Inlet by a low mountain ridge,
on whose northern terrace an ink-black lake presented a desolate
and dismal sight.
The rugged but snowless Jesuitas Mountains completed the
vie'v to the south. In the west lay the Golfo de Penas and the
Ocean, whose breakers showed like a white ribbon along the
long shallow beaches below the porridge-like foreground of the
Tadeo Glacier. The high island of St. Javier, lying outside
the inlet to the S. W. with its forests and sun-patches, its conical
profile, and its steep rock pillars, looked like a miniature South
America, and farthest out to sea in an opal-coloured haze could
be sensed rather than seen the far-distant Cabo Tres Montes,
whither the eyes roved to bathe in the blue bliss of the horizon.
From the main peak straight to the north we saw beneath
our feet a small, deep, but smiling amphitheatrical valley
(later given the name of Eagle Valley), which was bounded on
the north by the Tadeo Glacier, against whose cheese-like ice
lamellae rippled the surface of a li~tle lake dammed up by the
glacier. Above this lake, on whose grey waters large blocks
of ice floated about, and separated from it by a dam-like lateral
7

An event which looks like a coincidence is that immediately
after us the eminent mountaineer and specialist of Chile, Dr. F.
Reichert, started on an expedition from Santiago to the same
ice-field, also making use of a Chilean government steamer. With
his men he landed at Lago San Rafael, and thence amid the most
1niserabl~ weather conditions pushed up the San Rafael Glacier
(see Map 3) in the direction towards Cerro San Valentin. On
January 11, 1921, the weather at last permitted a view of the
landscape, and then he made on the whole the same observations as
-w~e, although our view from the top of the mountain we had climbed
(apart from what "\\,.e observed during our investigations along the
San Tadeo Glacier and its border ridges) n1ust have been more
extensive. The first authentic information about this expedition
is found in Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft fur Erdkunde zu Berlin, 192·2,
No. 1-2, p. 61 (R. Hauthal).
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moraine, lay a warm tarn of brown water fed by numerous
streams from the steep water-collecting sides of the valley
around it. Through both lakes ran an outflow stream from
a lake or tarn high up on a ledge of rock near us. The right
0
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place for an ice-camp was obviously on the moraine between
the two lower lakes. (See Map 4.)
It 'vas with great satisfaction that we could return to our
camp that day after having made all these observations.
From 1920 the geographical secret of the more northern of the
two Patagonian ' inland ices ' was revealed as far as the west
side was concerned. It was a great ice-covering of Alpine
character, but so profusely developed in that damp climate
that it approached the Spitsbergen and Franz Joseph's Land
types at . the upper part, and, owing to the contours of the
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country, strongly resembled the basin-like Alaska type at the
lower part.
After transferring an operation base from Kelly Inlet to the
little Eagle Valley on the edge of the Tadeo Glacier for the
pursuit of- our ice studies from there, we carried out glaciological work for some weeks, which, as long as the unceasing
rain permitted it, occupied our time so entirely that little
possibility of mountain climbing remained. Over the ice long
excursions 'vere made both up the g~acier and down towards
its tongue. Numerous Stauseen edged it, but moraines were
not found on the ice itself to any extent worth mentioning.
For cartographic purposes the border ridge of the glacier was
climbed, which feat presented no mountaineering difficulties.
Having successfully completed our task on the Tadeo Glacier,
we returned to the Kelly camp in order to direct from there
our investigations to other points in the surroundings of the
inlet, and, in the first place, of the glaciers flowing out
there.
What was perhaps most interesting during these journeys
were the possibilities which this strange mountainous country
presented from a mountaineering point of view, for it was
obvious from the beginning, at least to me, that there to an
unusual degree, the work of exploration both could and should
be combined with mountain climbing. In other vvords, the
country confirmed the truth of Conway's words taken as the
motto for this paper : ' In all high mountain climbing there.
remains an element of exploration.' The converse is also
true.
In that unknown and nearly impenetrable tract hardly anything which the interior of the country has to reveal can be
discovered without mountaineering achievements, and conversely it would be difficult to perform any mountain climbing
without having scientific observations forced on one. Interplay between these two activities must contribute to increasing
the interest and excitement of such enterprises, i.e. the excitement which is always att~ndant on new discoveries. Therefore,
in spite of its dreary climate, West Patagonia more than any
other country should attract expeditions in which science and
mountaineering go hand in hand. Almost everything encountered there is still new, or exhibits hitherto unknown pages
of Nature's Book.
Certainly in the face of such co-operation the true mountaineer may have reason to pause a moment and reflect upon the
words of another celebrated English climber, A. F. Mummery,
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who in the Preface to My Climbs in the Alps and Caucasus
says 8 :
' I fear no contributions to science, or topography, or learning
of any sort are to be found sandwiched in between the story of
crags or seracs, of driving storm and perfect weather. To tell
the truth, I have only the vaguest ideas about theodolites, and
as for plane tables, their very name is an abomination. To
those _who think with me, who regard mountaineering as
unmixed play, these pages are alone addressed.'
·
•

It is the voice of the lover of nature from the depths of a
gentleman's heart that speaks here and speaks on behalf of
nearly all of us. In Nature all other duties than those of the
nomad have a bitter taste. But the scientist is far too much
the slave of civilization and culture, is altogether too partial
to the intellectual, to be able to throw off the yoke of th·e
frenzy for research. on· entering and exploring virgin country
he is filled with feelings akin to the delight of the climber when
he steps on fresh mountain peaks.
In my opinion, therefore, a combination of the interests of
the mountaineer and the scientist, in tracts so unknown and
difficult as these, redouble rather than reduce the fruits of the
expeditions. It may be admitted that theodolites and plane
tables are dry and far from inspiring gear in a beautiful wilderness, but to see a map of a ne'v mountain territory grow under
my hand has always filled me with the true satisfaction of
the mountaineer.
Both Conway and Mummery, therefore, are right, at least as
regards Patagonia. He whose temperament, like Mummery's,
can allow him to be absorbed in idyllic or tragic natural
scenery, and whose circumstances permit it, can be considered
fortunate. But happy also is he who, like Conway, can unite
the dreamer's eye with the scientist's penetrating gaze.
Nevertheless, one must be satisfied as long as one is not
expected to be always filming things.
Among the mountaineering undertakings in these tracts
which may be said to be of special and, from a scientific point
of view, even of overriding interest, should be mentioned in the
first place the complete crossing of the ice from west to east to
establish its character definitely. This is chiefly a matter of
finding the right way, or at least a way which is fairly passable.
8

London : Fisher Unwin, 1895.
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Of course, it is impossible with any degree of certainty to indicate such a way, without having previously studied conditions
on the Argentine side of the Cordilleras also. 9
The idea of such a crossing was not unfamiliar to us, although
our resources were far too slight for the p~rpose. We realized
that in that case it would be necessary to establish, or at least
prepare, a base at Lago Buenos Aires on the opposite side of
the Cordilleras. However, we took observations from Kelly
Inlet, which facilitate the possibility of surveying the topographical and glaciological conditions for such a journey over
ice and mountains (see Map 3).
From our journey on the Tadeo Glacier and other adjacent
ice-masses we had been able to establish the fact that the
glacier ice was even and of good quality over large areas, but
in some places there were difficult crevassed areas, where the
side-valleys ran in, or where icefalls had hurled mighty blocks
sheer down the mountain side. The. needle-sharp, sky-high
wall of mountains running just along the \vatershed between
the two Oceans, which we had observed from the coast
Cordilleras and the Tadeo Glacier, and 'vhich stretches from
Cerro San Valentin in the north in ever bolder forms towards
the south, till it softens into the river valley of the Rio Baker,
falls extremely steeply for great stretches towards the west into
the enormous Nordenskjold ice, which extends from its foot
to the west, right out to the coast range and the sea.
There will probably be tw<;> traversable passes in this wall.
The central one goes across a comparatively round depression
in the mountain chain, almost straight in an easterly direction
from the tongue of the Tadeo Glacier, vvhere a slight deflectjon
to the north must be made to cross the pass itself. Thus this
lies facing the southern arm of Lago Buenos Aires and
ought to afford a good passage to anyone coming from the
west, provided that conditions on the Argentine side are not
9

In 1916 A. Kolliker, L. Witte and F. Kuhn made a push from
the Argentine si<;le in the Lago Viedma district towards the more
so~therly ice area, and penetrated right to the vvater divider towards
the Pacific Ocean (Falcon Fiord) through a fairly broad and level
pass (1591 m. high at that point), from vvhich they returned to the
starting point. See Patagonia, published by Sociedad Cientifica
Alemana, vol. ii, Buenos Aires, 1917. See also Franz Kuhn,
Beobachtungen· aus der Sudpatagonischen Kordillere an~ Lago Viedma,
_Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft fur Erdkunde zu Berlin, 1922, No. 7-10,
and Alfred l{olliker, In den Einsamkeiten Patagoniens, Strecker
und Schroder, Stuttgart, 1926.
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all too fearsome. Arrangements should then be made beforehand for the journey to be continued on Lago Buenos Aires by
boat, as, especially in the west, the lake is desolate, and its
outflow from this arm through the Rio -Baker is difficult to pass.
In this case a good starting point is the Eagle Valley at the
Tadeo Glacier, in the neighbourhood of which, good, unbroken,
even, and gently sloping ice is immediat ely accessible. But
the only possible land-way to the Eagle Valley will be the one
by which we went ; it will, however, be very difficult until it
has been cleared, especially for the transport of the necessary
equipment .
.L~ more accessible starting point for reaching the same pass
is, then, the Andree Glacier at the innermost end of the Kelly
Inlet. Nevertheless, access to the glacier presented some
difficulties on account of all the banks of silt which fill
up the waters of the inlet. Only after lengthy nautical
observations, and at the spring tide, could we pass in through
the narrow and irregular tide-water channel which runs along
the northern shore of the inlet. After landing in the southernmost of the two river-like pocket s which penetrate into the
long, almost square plain in front of the glacier, we were
able to move rapidly across an area which was marshy in parts
and rather thinly wooded, to the tongue of the glacier. The
latter is very broken and troublesome to cross. If one follows
the glacier upwards, along the easily accessible north-western
edge, and from there goes out on to the glacier above its icefall
in that direction, one can then continue in a north-easterly
direction towards the pass, finding a way among the crevassed
areas around the outflow of the Kelly (A.ndree) Glacier from the
Tadeo Glacier, where one presently comes to the direct route to
Tadeo previously described. Naturally both these routes are
traversable also from east to west, but one must then have
previously arranged for boat facilities from the Kelly Inlet.
Certainly the route ·from Kelly Inlet is the best existing
south of the Taytao peninsula, in view of the fact that it leads
through· the central parts of the great northern ice area. A
route from the San R afael Glacier lying to the north of the Tadeo
Glacier also leads to the same pass. Still farther to the north
there will probably be a passable route from Ieno Guata in
Golfo Elefantes, but it crosses only the most northern part of
the ice.
South of the chief pass just described, which lies on a
parallel of about 46° 45', and the subsequent precipitous
boundary chain, the latter falls again and presents somewhat
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softer contours, which according to our observations speak
in favour of its being also possible to find a pass from one
of the bays from the sea, pushing in just south of the Kelly
Inlet, the Ieno Jesuitas or Boca de Canales. There one enters a
tract which, as far as I am aware at any rate, is far too little
known for any decided expression of opinion to be given as to
the possibilities of penetrating from there inland over the great
ice-fields.
The accomplishment of the Cordillera passage will probably
be one of the chief problems both scientific and mountaineering which remain to be solved in these parts of South America.
After that, as regards pure mountain climbs which are worthy
of attention in the districts investigated glaciologically by the
expedition, Cerro San Valentin is in all probability the most
important goal. The latest height I have heard mentioned is
3876 m. ; on the Chilean map in 1910 the height was still given
as 4058 m., which is too high. On one single occasion we saw
the top of the mountain from the coast Cordillera mountains
when the weather was more or less clear, but the distance was
too great for a better height determination to be possible or for
any ways of ascent to be closely observed. The mountain was
almost entirely covered with snow and in parts very steep, but
seemed to present no great difficulties for an ascent. From
the Chilean side its summit will probably be most easily
accessible from Golfo Elefantes and probably nearest from
Seno Guata, unless the Rain Forest places all too great obstacles
in the way of its being taken as a starting point. On account
of the indescribably miserable weather conditions prevailing
all the year round, however, an expedition for the ascent of
this, the highest, mountain in the South Cordilleras should
probably start from the Argentine side.
This applies also to the other peaks and needles of the high
mountain range. Among the last mountaineering tasks to be
accomplished on earth will probably be the attempt to climb
from the west under thB weather conditions of the West
Patagonian climate these mountains which, from a distance at
least, appear to rise quite vertically. Judging from photographs
taken from the Argentine side, they are certainly also very
steep in parts there, but the precipices are not so deep and the
climate permits of greater care and energy in carrying through
such undertakings.
The peaks lying nearest to the central pass mentioned above
are somewhat gentler and could therefore be ascended in conjunction with a crossing of the ice. But on the other hand
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they are lower and more uninteresting. The highest points in
the border chain south-east of Kelly Inlet are about 3000 m.
or so in height. Under precarious conditions I measured the
altitude of the highest, which is probably identical with Cerro
Arenales, and obtained a height of about 3200 m.
In the coast Cordilleras, too, there are a number of interesting
peaks, but they are too low, not attaining more than about
1000 m. in general. The imm,ediate_n eighbourhood of the sea
renders many of them imposing enough, the forms being sometimes very bold.
On the whole it may be said, as a final mountaineering
opinion, that many interesting first ascents remain to be made
here, some of them of the highest class, but that climatic
conditions are so trying that they place extraordinarily great
obstacles in the way of real mountaineering. In my opinion
they should therefore be carried out in conjunction with scientific
work, so much of -vvhich remains to be accomplished within
these areas. An inventory of the natural r esources of the
country has not y et even been made, and thus, t o take a more
popular example, it is not known whether the fairly considerable gold resources of Tierra del Fuego, which appear on
the island of Chiloe also, may crop up again here in some
unknown corner. Only by means of combined scientific and
mountaineering work will a result be reached which can be of
lasting value.

THE UPPER AGI-IIAS, CENTRAL TrEN SHAN .

BY REGINALD SCHOMBERG.

HE great peaks of the southern Tien Shan lie between
Khan Tengri on the Russo-Chinese frontier and the watershed of the Yulduz, and by m eans of the two tributaries, the
Aghias and Koksu, the Tekes river drains this area v ery
completely.
The Aghias valley has been visited by Professor van Merzbacher, who has left, at least in English, a too brief account
of his travels in the Tien Shan generally .1
In 1931 I was able to visit the source of the Aghias, and an
account may be of interest. Leaving the town of IIi (Kulja)
and crossing the IIi and Tekes rivers, we proceed to the BuRuL
1

See Merzbacher, Central Tien Shan (John Murray, 1905).

